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As with all of the Adidas Superstar Sale propositions so far, which forgo virgin, non-eco-friendly
materials, the forthcoming “shell-toe” dons a plethora of tones across its upper. The embroidered flowers
along the profiles have become the shoes’ most iconic detail, specifically because they partly drag
beyond the sole unit. The tongue and sidewalls allow for the aforementioned hues to revel in the
spotlight, opting for a pitch-dark makeup. Elsewhere, SUPEREARTH and “SW” branding round out the
pair. 
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Each item focuses on keeping a minimal ethos yet is manufactured to the highest of quality thanks to the
soft-yet premium leathers that each product is comprised of. Buy Adidas Superstar For the Superstars,
classic white base layers take up a majority of the real estate, followed by branded hits of the Italian
fashion house embellished atop the lateral heels as well as the tongue stamps. 

After dressing up the Aloha Super earlier in the year, the skate legend is finally returning to the beloved
Shop Adidas Superstar. Here, Gonzales dresses the silhouette near entirely in “Core Black.” Everything
from the leather upper to the tongue, shell toe, lining, and tooling is done up in the neutral. This allows
for the “Schmoo” birds to more easily take flight, their nubuck patches pronounced not just in texture but
also their neon-tinged outlines.  

While exclusive to women, the forthcoming pair may persuade others to secure their own given its
statement-making arrangement. Adidas Superstar Online As with the most iconic iteration of the
shell-toe, white sets the stage across the upper for the contrasting details at the sides, tongue and heel.
The latter two areas boast their own flair, namely shimmering branding, but they pale in comparison to
the flame motifs partially embroidered around the profile 3-Stripes. Sockliners borrow the yellow and
orange palette, whereas sole units keep things simple in “Cloud White.” 

This new colorway of the timeless adidas silhouette comes dressed in a White leather upper paired up
with more White on the shell toe, lining, sole unit and laces. Adidas Superstar for Men/Women What
really makes this pair stand out is the use of the Pulse Aqua corduroy noted on the Three Stripes and
heel tabs. Gold branding on the tongues and lateral text round out the main features of the sneaker. 
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